Applause
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A versatile table
collection

Flip and nest

Folding base

Static base

Applause is a versatile collection of
tables designed to complement
any environment. With hundreds of
combinations, you can choose the
right shape, size, finish, and leg style
to fit your space, activity, and budget.
In a tech-driven world, the need for
power and data drive our movement
throughout the day. Technology is
easily integrated into any table through
a variety of power and data options.
Enable active learning even in tight
spaces as the tables have the option
for a nesting top and foldable base.
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Encourage engaged,
Encouragelearning
engaged,
interactive
interactive learning
Learning can be a challenge, especially
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facedenvironments
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environment
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Electric adjustable height base

Pneumatic adjustable height base

Crank adjustable height base

Possible
configurations
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Top shapes

Rectangle

Soft rectangle

Round

Oval

Half round

Curve

Arc segment

Square

Kidney

Soft square

Soft conference

Trapezoid

Conference

Quarter
round

Wedge

Tear drop

Group

Edge options
Thermally-fused
laminate

Veneer or HPL

3D laminate

Square

Square

Ergo

Square

Base options

T center

T offset

Arc center

Deuce center

Deuce offset

Orb

Disc

Reese
Top and bottom

Arc X

Deuce X

Adjustable
height X

Adjustable
height U

Tubular foot shown, Flat foot shown,
flat foot also
tubular foot also
available
available

Caster options

White

Black

Deuce and Reese
bases only

Deuce and Reese
bases only

Black

Glides

Adjustable
height H
Flat foot shown,
tubular foot also
available

Adjustable
height pin set

Adjustable
height center

Adjustable
height offset

Tubular foot shown, Flat foot shown,
flat foot also
tubular foot also
available
available
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